
QCM POUR LES CANDIDATS AYANT CHOISI: ANGLAIS

41."How ____you spell your name, please?"-"J-O-N-E-S". 
A) do 
B) is 
C) pronounce

42."Where ____ you from?"-"Canada". 
A) go 
B) does 
C) are

43.Can I have your ____ please? 
A) passport 
B) identity 
C) driving

44.I ____ cheese. 
A) don't never eat 
B) never to eat 
C) never eat

45.There ____ fridge in my hotel room. 
A) weren't a 
B) wasn't a 
C) wasn't not

46.Every suspect ____ is arrested will be taken to the police station. 
A) which 
B) whose 
C) who

47.What was the woman carrying? 
A) A handbag and a suitcase. 
B) A pair of boots. 
C) A dress and a black coat.

48.I'm sorry but you can't smoke here. It's ____.
A) forgotten 
B) forbidden 
C) forgiven

49.Eating and driving is dangerous because you need your two hands free to control your car at all times. Many 
accidents are caused by people who don't concentrate when driving. A lot of those accidents involve pedestrians or
other cars on the road. 

According to the text... 
A) You can control your car with only one hand. 
B) People lose concentration when they eat and drive at the same time. 
C) Few of these accidents involve pedestrians.



50.Can I go ____ bus?
A) to 
B) by 
C) with 

51.She ____ to New York last month. 
A) was 
B) gone 
C) went

52.When ____ to be judged?
A) is he going 
B) is going 
C) is going he

53.We went ____ the crime scene as soon as we heard. 
A) at 
B) in 
C) to

54.John D. was sent to prison after robbing a bank. His accomplice, Nigel P., escaped, went to Mexico and promised 
to send John his share of the stolen money. John refused to tell the cops where Nigel had gone and, consequently, 
he was sentenced to more time in jail. John's wife did everything she could to find a good lawyer to help her 
husband, but she couldn't afford one because she never received any money from Nigel, who had simply 
disappeared.

According to the text... 
A) John's wife never wanted to help her husband. 
B) John's wife took the money and went to Mexico with Nigel. 
C) John's wife didn't have enough money to pay for a lawyer.

55.Congratulations ____ your promotion! 
A) with 
B) on 
C) for

56.If he could choose any job, he ____ a police officer. 
A) would be 
B) will be 
C) was be

57.These guns ____ of plastic. 
A) are making 
B) made 
C) are made

58.Ms Watson's handbag ____ while she was travelling on the train last night. 
A) was burgled 
B) was stolen 
C) was theft



59.I ____ as a security guard since 2019. 
A) am working 
B) work 
C) have worked

60.The suspect has been in custody for 3 hours and his lawyer ____ hasn't arrived. 
A) still 
B) yet 
C) already

61.I'm afraid I won't be able to attend the meeting. I'm not ____ at all. 
A) reliable 
B) available 
C) skillful

62.The two police cars skidded across the sheet of black ice and smashed ____ a wall. 
A) past 
B) along 
C) into

63.He was accused ____ killing his wife. 
A) for 
B) with 
C) of

64.Kim ____ to have her hair cut. 
A) doesn't have enough time 
B) isn't enough time 
C) doesn't have not enough time

65.Blind people have more difficulty getting about in certain towns. Pedestrian crossings are particularly hazardous. 
To overcome this problem, some towns have installed a sound signal (a constant beep) to inform them when the 
green man appears and it is safe to cross. Pavements can equally be a source of danger and town authorities need 
to make sure that they are properly maintained so that people do not fall over.

According to the text... 
A) Beeping sounds are not a good idea when it comes to helping blind people cross the road. 
B) Both crossings and pavements can cause blind people to have accidents. 
C) Pavements are always very safe and well-maintained.

66.Which word has the same meaning as the underlined word?
The suspect's car was crushed in the accident. 
A) destroyed 
B) broken 
C) burnt

67.Which word has the same meaning to the underlined word?
The child seemed to be disorientated when found by the police officer. 
A) tired 
B) lost 
C) sad



68.I have a favour to ask, if you ____ ? 
A) don't have a problem 
B) don't mind 
C) are not disturbed

69.The painting ____ by an Italian woman. 
A) was stolen 
B) has stolen 
C) has be stolen

70.Mr Lefort has called the police to report that his child has disappeared. Indicate which order of events is most 
appropriate for the situation:

1. Ask Mr Lefort to calm down and speak slowly.

2. Call Mr Lefort to tell him they have found his child.

3. Get a description of the child.

4. Organise a search party.

5. Ask Mr Lefort to come down to the station to pick up his child. 

A) 2, 4, 5, 3, 1 
B) 1, 4, 3, 5, 2 
C) 1, 3, 4, 2, 5

71.Hundreds of passengers were stranded overnight at the airport due to a massive strike movement from the 
airline personnel. Pilots, air traffic controllers and ground staff all came out following a breakdown in negotiations 
between the government and trade unions. Passengers have been informed that flights will resume again in the 
next few hours.
According to the text... 
A) Passengers had to sleep in hotels overnight. 
B) The airport staff had a nervous breakdown. 
C) The strike caused disruption to flights.

72.Jessica has backache and ____ a physiotherapist. 
A) should really consult 
B) ought see 
C) must to go visit

73.Which word has the same meaning as the underlined word ?
When the suspect refused to stay calm and tried to punch the police officer, he was immediately restrained and 
handcuffed. 
A) maintained 
B) detained 
C) refrained

74.Two drunkards broke ____ a car on Oak Street late on Saturday night. 
A) in 
B) out 
C) into



75.When did he start ____ liquor? About five months ago. 
A) to drinking 
B) drinking 
C) drunk

76.The owner of the stolen vehicle yet. 
A) was not identified 
B) has not been identified 
C) has not identified

77.The nightclub was burnt down last night. The police are hoping that the arsonist ____ rapidly. 
A) will be caught 
B) would be caught 
C) will have been caught

78.Deborah ____
A) has worked since six years 
B) has been working for six years 
C) has been working six years ago

79.Depending ____ the results of the DNA test, the suspect will be remanded in custody or released. 
A) of 
B) from 
C) on

80.The following statements were taken from a witness and describe what happened during an attempted armed 
robbery in a service station:

1. He went out through the back door, jumped into a black convertible and sped off."

2. "She was ordered to hand over the contents of the till."

3. "I stayed on the scene to answer the police officers' questions and provide them with details."

4. "The robber grabbed my phone as he ran to escape."

5. "A masked man entered the service station and threatened the cashier with a gun."

6. "Someone had called the police, who arrived right after the perpetrator had driven away."

Put the events in the most logical order: 
A) 2, 5, 1, 6, 3, 4 
B) 3, 6, 1, 2, 4, 5 
C) 5, 2, 4, 1, 6, 3

FIN DU QUESTIONNAIRE: ANGLAIS


